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Abstract—The properties of mobile ad hoc networks, such as limited
bandwidth, low memory capacity and high degree of mobility, make re-
liable multicast protocols for wired networks unsuitable for this kind
of networks. To guarantee message delivery to all multicast receivers,
the active reliable multicast protocol with intermediate node support
(ARMPIS) is introduced. Our contribution is that ARMPIS distributes
data cache and retransmission tasks among group members and inter-
mediate nodes, which are not only multicast traffic conveyors but also
their neighbors, to improve network throughput even in high mobil-
ity cases. Simulation results show that ARMPIS has a packet delivery
close to 100% and maintains a low bandwidth consumption facing to
frequent topology change. This protocol is also stable as traffic load
increasing.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Mobile Ad-hoc NETworks (MANET) are multi-hop net-
works formed by a collection of mobile nodes without us-
ing fixed infrastructure. Their portability and fluidity make
them to be ideal choices for applications such as emergency
rescue operations, group travel or data distribution during
a conference. Many of these applications require error-free
many-to-many data delivery. The properties of MANETs,
such as limited bandwidth, low memory capacity and high
degree of mobility, increase the difficulty of designing a re-
liable multicast protocol for this kind of networks.

Recently, several reliable multicast protocols have been
proposed for MANETs. In [1], the authors suggested an
adaptive scheme to support reliable multicast to a set of pre-
defined group members against topology change. A core
based shared multicast tree is constructed to delivery mes-
sages reliably. In case of fragmentation due to node move-
ment, a ”forward region” is introduced to glue together the
fragmented tree and messages are flooded in this region.
However, this protocol needs that each recipient sends feed-
back directly to the source and get recovery messages from
the source. Thus, this protocol is not efficient as the size
of the multicast group increases. To solve the scalability
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problem of source-based retransmission, Family ACK Tree
(FAT) [2] proposes a hierarchical system based on a tree
structure. Each node on the tree is responsible for the reli-
able transmission of packets to its downstream nodes so that
the reliability charge is distributed. For this purpose, each
node on the tree temporarily caches the packets and keeps
track of on-going traffic. However this protocol becomes in-
efficient in high mobility networks due to the difficulty of
ACK tree maintenance.

In this paper, we propose a receiver initiated active re-
liable multicast protocol with intermediate node support
(ARMPIS) to guarantee message delivery to all multicast
receivers in MANET. This protocol requires intermediate
nodes to share the message cache and retransmission tasks in
order to keep scalable. Considering node’s limited memory
and node’s mobility, the intermediate nodes defined in this
protocol refer to all nodes which overhear multicast mes-
sages. These nodes thus include not only group members
and multicast message conveyors but also their neighbors.
When a node receives a NACK packet, it firstly runs local
recovery by looking for the requested message in its cache
and those of its neighbors. If it finds the message, node
sends the message to the corresponding receiver(s). Oth-
erwise, node forwards the NACK message to source. This
mechanism makes recovery messages travel a shorter route
than original ones and consequently obtains a higher recov-
ery success rate. This protocol needs no other control packet
than NACK and independent of unicast routing protocols.
The route to source is established by on-going traffic and re-
transmission tree is constructed during NACK forwarding.
ARMPIS may be implemented on either tree-based or mesh-
based multicast routing protocols, such as [3–6]. 1

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II is
our design assumption. Section III describes in detail active
reliable multicast protocol with intermediate nodes support
(ARMPIS). The performance analysis is presented in Sec-
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tion IV. Finally, section V concludes this paper.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

In this paper, we make following assumption. Links be-
tween nodes are symmetric. Before sending data packet to
group, source assigns a consecutive sequence number into
packet. Then a multicast routing protocol delivers packet
to group receivers. Receivers detect losses primarily by se-
quence gap in the data packets. During a multicast session,
senders have all packets they sent and receivers have all
packets they received. We consider a scenario where there
are n sources and m receivers in the multicast group sharing
the same multicast structure (tree or mesh).

III. ARMPIS PROTOCOL DESCRIPTION

Nodes in ARMPIS are active. They not only aggregate
and/or suppress feedback to control NACK implosion prob-
lem, but also cache multicast messages and perform local
recovery for reliable multicasting. The broadcast nature of
wireless channel permits neighbor nodes of multicast traffic
conveyors to overhear multicast messages passing around
them. Thus, these neighbor nodes can help to cache data
packets for future retransmission so that network load can be
reduced. For example, Figure 1 illustrates a simple MANET
where source � sends packets to three receivers ��� , ��� ,
��� . When �	��
��� forwards multicast packets, its neighbor
�	��
��� can receive those packets at same time. Then �	��
���
can store and participate retransmission if there is delivery
failure to ��� and ��� .
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Fig. 1. Multicast packet delivery

In ARMPIS, nodes store packets with a certain probabil-
ity (denoted by p) to realize distribute multicast data cache.
There are some further reasons why we use such a probabil-
ity.
1. The memory capacity of mobile nodes is limited. If
nodes store every multicast message they receive, they can
only keep the newest messages.
2. It is unnecessary to store all messages. Simulation re-
sults ( [3] and [4]) show that multicast routing protocol can
deliver safely most of the traffic. Storing successfully deliv-
ered multicast messages wastes memory capacity.
3. Nodes mobility causes frequent changes in their roles. A
node can be multicast traffic conveyor at a given moment

and become a neighbor at the next moment, or is far away
from the structure.

Each node in ARMPIS reserves a memory space as multi-
cast message caching buffer. When this buffer is plain, node
deletes the oldest packet. Nodes possess a table called re-
layed packet list to detect multicast duplication. This table
contains three fields: group identification, source identifi-
cation and sequence number. These information identifies
a multicast message in the network. Before forwarding a
multicast message, node stores the relevant information in
the relayed packet list. Packets listed in the table will not
be forwarded second time. ARMPIS defines two kinds of
NACKs: local broadcast NACK which are sent to neighbors
for local inquiry, and unicast NACK which are addressed
to the request packet’s source. During data forwarding, a
header is added in traffic packets in which there is a field
called last hop in their packet header, which carries the last
conveyor’s identification.

ARMPIS is a receiver-initiated, NACK-based scheme in
which receivers are responsible for detecting and requesting
lost packets. This protocol contains two phases: data deliv-
ery phase and data repair phase.

In the data delivery phase, the source assigns consecutive
sequence numbers into data packets before sending them.
When nodes receive a non-duplicate data packet, they fill
their relayed packet list to avoid processing the same packet
next time and cache received packets with probability p.
Nodes also update the reverse path to the source in their
route caches. Multicast traffic conveyors update the last hop
field of packet header and forward the packet.

In the data repair phase, receivers detect losses primarily
by sequence gap in data packets. Nodes aggregate NACKs
and delete duplicate requests. Then nodes search missing
packet locally by checking their cache and/or sending a
broadcast NACK to check the caches of their neighbors. In
case of local repair failure, nodes delete the relevant packet
information from relayed packet list. Then a unicast NACK
is forwarded to the next hop on the reverse path toward the
source. These steps repeat until a recovery packet is found.
The source is the ultimate responder of retransmission re-
quests. The recovery packet is sent by multicast routing
protocol as a normal packet and forwarded only by the con-
veyors which do not have the relevant packet information in
their relayed packet list. In case of retransmission failure,
data repair phase is re-executed.

IV. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

We used ����� [7] to analyze the performance of ARMPIS.
The way that a node decides to store a passing packet in
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the simulation is as following. When node receives a non-
duplicate data packet, it uses a uniform random function to
generate a random number between 0 and 1. If the number
is smaller than p, node will store this packet. When p equals
to 1, which means nodes store all packets they hear. The
result is only the newest packets are stored in cache. On
the contrary, when p is set to zero, nodes do not cache any
packet.

In the simulations, ARMPIS was integrated into MRDC
[4]. MRDC was implemented as described in [4]. This mul-
ticast routing protocol constructs on-demand a core based
shared tree with the choice of the first source of a multi-
cast session as core to avoid single node failure problem.
Multicast tree members send multicast packets on broadcast.
Two other multicast routing protocols, Adaptive Demand-
Driven Multicast Routing protocol (ADMR) [8]and the On-
Demand Multicast Routing Protocol (ODMRP) [6], are de-
veloped by RICE MONARCH project for ns2. 2. Both
ADMR and ODMRP are ”source based” in the sense that
delivery structure contains direct path from source to re-
ceivers. While MRDC is ”group shared” because messages
from other source should go through the core, which compli-
cates NACK forwarding and message retransmission. Coop-
erating with MRDC, we believe that ARMPIS should pro-
vide a better performance with ODMRP and ADMR.

We studied the protocol’s performance from three parts,
the impact of cache probability, node’s mobility and traffic
load by varying three corresponding parameters: the proba-
bility p (from 0 to 100%), the maximum node speed (from
0m/s to 20m/s) and the number of sources (from 2 sources
to 8 sources). The number of groups was the mode 2 of the
number of sources. In node’s mobility and traffic load sim-
ulations,we compared ARMPIS with a protocol (denoted by
ARMP1) in which feedbacks were sent directly to the source
as in [1]. Two metrics were used for performance analysis:
Packet delivery ratio, which is the percentage of data pack-
ets correctly delivered to receivers over the number of data
packets that should have been received, and Source retrans-
mission load, which is the number of data packets retrans-
mitted by sources.

A. The impact of cache probability p

First, we set the number of source to 6, which means three
groups and two sources per group, and maximum movement
speed to 5 m/s while vary the cache probability from 0 to 1
to see the behaviors of ARMPIS.

Figure 2 shows that packet delivery ratio is improved
�
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Fig. 2. Packet delivery ratio v.s. cache probability

Fig. 3. Total traffic load v.s. cache probability

when cache probability passes from 0 to 0.1 then keeps sta-
ble. Thus increase cache probability cannot enhance packet
delivery ratio. When cache probability increases, the dis-
tribution of multicast messages becomes worse and NACK
should go further to find the request message. On the other
hand, total traffic load in the network (illustrated in Figure
3), which includes original multicast messages and recovery
messages, rises along with the increase of cache probabil-
ity. For the goal of low bandwidth consumption and high
network throughput, cache probability should keep small.
ARMPIS gives the best compromise between packet deliv-
ery ratio and bandwidth consumption when cache probabil-
ity equals to 0.1. In the following simulation, we choose this
value as cache probability

B. The impact of node mobility

Figure 4 shows packet delivery ratio with different max-
imum speed of these three protocols. The results show that
ARMPIS is reliable against frequent topology change and
there is no impact on the performance of ARMPIS. MRDC
delivers less data packets as node’s mobility increases be-
cause this protocol cannot adapt topology changes in time.
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Fig. 4. Packet delivery ratio v.s. Maximum speed

Fig. 5. Source retransmission load v.s. Maximum speed

In MANET, a packet has greater chance of suffering from
congestion and topology changes if it goes through more
hops. In ARMP1, only source can resend the lost packets,
thereby the recovery packets have the same loss probabil-
ity as the primary one. But local recovery mechanism can
decrease this risk by shortening the path for retransmission.
In a word, ARMPIS gives higher packet delivery ratio than
ARMP1.

Figure 5 illustrates the number of packets retransmitted
by source. ARMPIS makes source retransmit 5 times less
packets than ARMP1 does. ARMP1 should retransmit more
packets as node’s mobility increase since MRDC deliver less
packets. Compared with ARMP1, ARMPIS distributes re-
transmission works and have less retransmission failure. It’s
more meaningful if sources run on battery.

ARMPIS is reliable and scalable as node’s mobility in-
creases. This protocol can deliver approximate 100% data
packets and can keep the low retransmission load of source
in all mobility case.

Fig. 6. Packet delivery ratio v.s. # of sources

Fig. 7. Source retransmission load v.s. # of sources

C. The impact of traffic load

Figure 6 presents the packet delivery ratio of these three
protocols when the number of sources increases. ARMPIS
keeps nearly 100% packet delivery ratio till 7 sources and
then appear a little degenerative. However, they can transfer
more than 99% data packets to all receivers. This shows that
they are reliable when traffic augments. The performance of
ARMP1 degrades from the beginning and the degeneration
becomes quicker and quicker. MRDC has a linear degrada-
tion even when no congestion happens. This phenomenon is
related to the data forwarding fashion employed by MRDC,
which works on top of IEEE 802.11. IEEE 802.11 gives
no guarantee delivery for broadcast and multicast packets.
While MRDC broadcasts multicast traffic packets. These
traffic packets suffer from the famous hidden terminal prob-
lem. And it becomes more and more grave when network
load increases. In ARMP1, the packets retransmitted by
source have the same collision risk as primary ones. Fur-
ther more, retransmission initiated by the original source
adds considerable extra traffic to the network (see figure
7), which raises collision risk and introduces congestion in
some cases. That’s why the packet delivery ratio decreases
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more quickly when there are more than 5 traffic flows. Lo-
cal recovery mechanism tries to find the request packet as
close as possible so that the recovery packets have less loss
risk. As a result the retransmission traffic of ARMPIS is
less important than that of ARMP1. So, ARMPIS outper-
forms ARMP1. Since there is no retransmission congestion
control, when traffic becomes heavy in the network, the per-
formance of ARMPIS finely degrades.

As demonstrated in Figure 7, the packets resent by
sources in ARMPIS is much less than those in ARMP1. In
the case of 7 and 8 sources, each source of ARMP1 retrans-
mits nearly the same number of primary packets while re-
transmission load of sources nearly no change. This phe-
nomena can be explained by the fact that congestion around
sources cause these nodes cannot get further NACKs. It also
explains why packet delivery ratio of ARMP1 decreases so
quickly from 7 sources to 8 sources when the degeneration
of MRDC is not so significant. On the contrary, in ARMPIS
much more NACKs arrive at sources in the case of 8 sources
than that of 7 sources. Then, the retransmission load of
source is doubled.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we proposed an active reliable multicast
routing protocol ARMPIS, to support reliable multicast in
mobile ad hoc network. In order to reduce source’s retrans-
mission load and achieve scalability in high link loss rate en-
vironment, ARMPIS distributes retransmission burden to in-
termediate nodes. A cache probability is employed to decide
store or not a message in each node to reduce message cache
duplication and stores as many as possible multicast mes-
sages among neighbors. The performance evaluations sug-
gest a small cache probability since a high cache probability
degrades message cache distribution among neighbors. The
simulation results show that ARMPIS is reliable in both low
and high mobility cases when network load is moderate and
source’s retransmission load is greatly reduced.
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